On the Bessel Polynomials. which has the value t at oe = 0. They gave among other results
They remark that the second solution of (1) is e 2 l x y,, (-x) .
In this note we give récurrence relations for the second solution oorresponding to (3) and (4), we shall dérive a formula for the product of two consécutive polinomials and a corresponding one for the second solution, and finally give a characterization of these polynomials based on this formula.
If we multiply (3) by y n -x (x) and (4) by y,,(x) and theu add the two équations we get our first resuit Consider now the function q n (x) = (-l) 7! e 2 / a3 2/«(-x) which is a second solution of (1). Differentianting q"(x) and applying (3) we find
Si m il ar ly
We find from (3') aud (4') a similar relation to (5)
We now give a characterization of the BESSEL polynoniials. We prove the following theorem. PROOF. -We first remark that (6) and the condition f 0 = 1 iraply that the constant term in every f" is 1. We also remark that the coefficient of highest power of x in the polynotnial f n (x) (2n)! satisfying (6) must necessarily be -^.
Let f^x) = aoe -*-1 and substitute in (6) getting oe'a = a ? oe^. Hence ƒ,(«;) = oe H-1 =: y(x). Therefore the theorem is true for n-=1. Now assume the theorem true for all n up to k -1. We assert that it is true for n = h. (7) x~x (
PROOF.
-From (7) we find
JVIultiplying through by (-l) 2 "" 1 and change x to -x we find
And hence by the previous theorem since v 0 = 1 we have 
()'()( ) A )
Bat from the theorem above Hence -2x*g{x)g'(x) = 4^?(oe), whose solution is g(x) =
